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and the famous Henry Cavendish was a relative of his
ancestors. Henry Cavendish left an immense fortune, but
did not bequeath any of it to scientific research. The
Duke's own interest, and these circumstances, probably
suggested his important offer. It is interesting to note
that he regretted his own academic career and ordered his
son's otherwise, as he considered his own application to
science had unfitted him to exercise the political influence
pertaining to his social position.
After his appointment. Maxwell's first task was the
design and construction of the laboratory. He undertook
the work with great energy and enthusiasm, and carefully
planned schemes of laboratory arrangement, teaching and
research. The laboratory proved to be considerably more
expensive than the first estimate, but the Duke agreed to
meet the whole of the cost. It was completed and opened
in 1874. Many readers may be astonished that the
University of Cambridge had no laboratory for the experi-
mental study of physical science before 1874, and that the
famous Cavendish Laboratory is only sixty years old.
Before that date, physical experiments were made in private
rooms, with simple and often crude apparatus. Newton
and Stokes had made fundamental experimental discoveries
under such conditions. But the development of precision
in industry created the demand for exact measurement,
besides an understanding of principle. Exact measurement
requires high skill and refined apparatus, for which
intelligence without skill is a partial substitute only.
Much of the credit for Maxwell's enthusiasm and practical
judgment in designing the Cavendish Laboratory is due to
his father, John Maxwell had trained his son to be
interested in mechanics, and the design and management
of buildings. He had done much to free him from the
ancient prejudice against manual activity deeply incorpor-
ated in Graeco-Roman culture. The mediaeval universities
had perpetuated this attitude, which still persisted strongly
in Oxford and Cambridge, and has not yet disappeared,
It is an exceptionally clear example of the expression of
class struggle in the realm of culture. The creation of the

